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Brazilian and Jazz Combo Concert

Coached by
Dr. Mike Davison
Dr. David Esleek
Mr. Kevin Harding

Monday, April 17, 2006, 7:30 PM
Camp Concert Hall, Booker Hall of Music
Program

The Jazz Animals
  Straighten Up and Fly Right
  When I Say So
  N Cole & I Mills
  Jelena Zivanovic

The Cohibas
  So What
  Mr. PC
  M Davis
  J Coltrane

Tudo Bem
  Vida Bela
  Coisa Mais Linda
  Tim Dom Dom
  A C Jobin & V de Moraes
  C Veloso
  J Ben

Bob's Your Uncle
  Willow Weep for Me
  There Will Never Be Another You
  H Warren & M Gordon
  Arr by Kevin Farrelly

The Purple Locomotive
  Summertime
  Bessie's Blues
  D Hayward & G Gershwin
  J Coltrane

Só Samba
  Chora Cavaquinho
  Pra Fugir da Saudade
  Eu Vou Pra Maracangalha
  Dongá
  E Medeiros & P da Viola
  D Caymmi
Personnel

The Jazz Animals (coached by Dr. David Esleek)

Jelena Zivanovic, vocals
Jenny Merit, vocals
Amanda Rosenthal, vocals
Chris Hamby, alto sax
Matt Deegan, tenor sax
Ben Mertz, piano
Andrew Schutte, bass
Noah Klement, drums

The Cohibas (coached by Dr. Mike Davison)

Matthew Lonnquest, baritone sax
Dan Petty, trumpet
James Neary, euphonium
Ryan Manion, alto sax
Ben Mertz, piano
Ben Stahl, bass
Elliot Newton, drums
Chris Chandler, guitar

Tudo Bem (coached by Mr. Kevin Harding)

Marçaux LeSourd, vocals
Mai-Anh Tran, vocals
Hana Quagana, vocals
Chris Chandler, guitar
Andrew Schutte, bass
Krishna Ramachandran, drums
Bob’s Your Uncle (coached by Dr. Mike Davison)

Margaux LeSourd, vocals
Mike Davison, flugel horn
Ryan Manion, alto sax
Chris Hamby, tenor sax
Kevin Farrelly, piano
Andrew Schutte, bass
Krishna Ramachandran, drums
Chris Chandler, guitar

The Purple Locomotive
(coached by Dr. Mike Davison)

Hana Ruzana, vocals
Margaux LeSourd, vocals
Scott Rossow, trumpet
Matt Deegan, tenor sax
Nate Lawrence, tenor sax
Chris Hamby, alto sax
Ben Mertz, piano
Andrew Schutte, bass
Noah Kientz, drums
Alex Nash, guitar

So Samba (coached by Mr. Kevin Harding)

Gary Larson, guitar
Adrian Davidson, cavaquinho
Polly Catanzarite, ganzá
Lora Dunn, surdo
Jessica Loman, tan-tan
Lizzie Cushing, tamborim
Krishna Ramachandran, repinique de mão